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GLACIAL DEPOSITS OF OHIO
Although difficult to imagine, Ohio has at vari-

ous times in the recent geologic past (within the 
last 2.6 million years) had almost three‑quarters 
of its surface area covered by vast sheets of ice 
perhaps as much as 1 mile thick. This period of 
geologic history is referred to as the Pleistocene 
Epoch or, more commonly, the Ice Age, although 
there is abundant evidence that Earth has expe-
rienced numerous other “ice ages” throughout its 
4.6 billion years of existence.

Ice Age glaciers invading Ohio formed in central 
Canada in response to climatic conditions that al-
lowed massive buildups of ice. Because of their 
great thickness these ice masses flowed under 
their own weight and ultimately moved south as 
far as northern Kentucky. Oxygen‑isotope analysis 
of deep‑sea sediments indicates that more than 
a dozen glaciations occurred during the Pleisto-
cene. Portions of Ohio were covered by the last two 
glaciations, known as the Wisconsinan (the most 
recent) and the Illinoian (older), and by an unde-
termined number of pre‑Illinoian glaciations.

Because each major advance covered the depos-
its left by the previous ice sheets, pre‑Illinoian 
deposits (dark brown area on map) are exposed 
only in extreme southwestern Ohio in the vicin-
ity of Cincinnati. Although the Illinoian ice sheet 
covered the largest area of Ohio, its deposits (light 
brown area on map) are at the surface only in a 
narrow band from Cincinnati northeast to the 
Ohio‑Pennsylvania border. Most features shown on 
the map of the glacial deposits of Ohio are the re-
sult of the most recent or Wisconsinan‑age glaciers.

The material left by the ice sheets consists of 
mixtures of clay, sand, gravel, and boulders in 
various types of deposits of different modes of ori-
gin. Rock debris carried along by the glacier was 
deposited in two principal fashions, either directly 
by the ice or by meltwater from the glacier. Some 
material reaching the ice front was carried away 
by streams of meltwater to form outwash deposits 
(yellow areas on map). These deposits normally 
consist of sand and gravel. Sand and gravel de-
posited by water on and under the surface of the 
glacier itself formed features called kames and 
eskers (red areas on map), which are recognized 
by characteristic shapes and composition. The 
distinctive characteristic of glacial deposits that 
have been moved by water is that the material 
was sorted by the water that carried it. The large 

boulder‑size particles were left behind and the 
smaller clay‑size particles were carried far away, 
leaving the intermediate gravel‑ and sand‑size 
material along the stream courses.

Clay‑ to boulder‑size material deposited directly 
from the ice was not sorted. Some of the debris was 
deposited as ridges parallel to the edge of the gla-
cier, forming terminal or end moraines (dark‑green 
areas on map), which mark the position of the ice 
when it paused for a period of time, possibly a few 
hundred years. When the entire ice sheet receded 
because of melting, much of the ground‑up rock 
material still held in the ice was deposited on the 
surface as ground moraine (light‑green areas on 
map). The term glacial drift commonly is used 
to refer to any material deposited directly (e.g., 
ground moraine) or indirectly (e.g., outwash) by 
a glacier. Because the ice that invaded Ohio came 
from Canada, it carried in many rock types not 
found in Ohio. Pebbles, cobbles, and boulders 
of these foreign rock types are called erratics. 
Rock collecting in areas of glacial drift may yield 
granite, gneiss, trace quantities of gold, and, very 
rarely, diamonds. Most rocks found in glacial de-
posits, however, are types native to Ohio.

Many glacial lakes were formed during the time 
that ice covered Ohio. Lake deposits (light blue 
areas on map) are primarily very fine grained 
clay‑ and silt‑size sediments. The most extensive 
area of lake deposits is in northern Ohio bordering 
Lake Erie. These deposits represent early stages 
in the development of Lake Erie as it is presently 
known. Other lake deposits accumulated in stream 
valleys whose outlets were temporarily dammed 
by ice or outwash. Many outwash‑dammed lake 
deposits are present in southeastern Ohio far 
beyond the glacial boundary.

Certain deposits left behind by the ice are of eco-
nomic importance, particularly sand and gravel, 
clay, and peat. Sand and gravel that have been 
sorted by meltwater generally occur as kames or 
eskers or as outwash along major drainageways. 
Sand and gravel are vital to Ohio’s construction 
industry. Furthermore, outwash deposits are 
among the state’s most productive sources of 
ground water.

Glacial clay is used in cement and for common 
clay products (particularly field tile). The minor 
quantities of peat produced in the state are used 
mainly for mulch and soil conditioning.


